Cell shape regulation based on hepatocyte sheet engineering technologies.
The de novo engineering of a uniform hepatocyte sheet in vitro is considered as a novel approach for liver-directed therapeutics. Hepatocytes can be cultured on a temperature-responsive culture dishes coated with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PIPAAm). Following multiple days of culturing, the hepatocytes can be easily harvested as a uniform sheet by decreasing temperature from 37°C to 20°C. By modifying the sheet harvesting protocol, we have noticed that two different forms of the hepatocyte sheets, "extended" and "shrinking," were obtained. This study describes the methods for harvesting the two different forms of sheets, and their cellular structure and hepatocyte-specific functions. To obtain an "extended sheet" form, a cluster of hepatocytes covered with a support membrane was harvested by the temperature reduction. For the "shrinking sheet" form, the hepatocyte sheet was floated after reducing the culture temperature, and the floating process allowed the sheet to shrink spontaneously. Histological analysis revealed that the hepatocytes in the extended sheet form were predominantly flat, whereas the shrinking sheet contained cuboidal shaped hepatocytes. The preservation of hepatocyte-specific ultrastructures was confirmed in both types of sheets. To investigate hepatocyte-specific functionality, the harvested hepatocyte sheets were recultured on Matrigel-coated dishes. Assessment of protein production levels and chemical metabolizing activities showed the similar functionalities for each form. In contrast, the recalculation of these values per sheet versus per square centimeter of sheet surface demonstrated that the function of the shrinking sheet was significantly higher than that of the extended sheets. This study demonstrated that the hepatocyte sheets created on the PIPAAm dish could spontaneously shrink in size, but retain their hepatocyte functionality. This type of hepatocyte sheet could be utilized for the engineering of liver tissue in limited areas that are unable to give adequate transplant space.